Welcome!
Please find a seat and complete your Do Now independently and silently.
ON A PIECE OF PAPER...

- Write down how you feel about math. (3 minutes)
- This is an independent activity, which requires silence.
KEY TO SUCCESS IN MATH

▪ Whether you wrote something positive or negative, whether you hate or love math...every time you are challenged and you make a mistake, your brain fires synapses, which is like weightlifting for your brain, and it strengthens your brain.

▪ It is hard to accept mistakes, but in order to exceed in math, you must! Most of my time in college being a math major was spent making mistakes!
FAMOUS FAILURES VIDEO
WEB SITE FOR MATERIALS

• All of our class materials will be on mazzeomath.wordpress.com

• If you are absent, you should visit this website to get caught up.

• I will do my best to update it daily with materials. If you do not find something you are looking for you may email me, but this is NOT an excuse to not have required material. You can always call or email another member of the class.
HW DUE MONDAY 9/11/16

4 point HW assignment

1. Register for the website DeltaMath.com using the code: **493085**

2. Send me an email on pupil path. Write in the subject line your name (first and last) and the period we have class together. I will not open these emails. Example: Jenny Jones Period 5

3. Complete the Google Form sent to your Pupil Path also available on my website mazzeomath.wordpress.com

All of this will be on the website MazzeoMath.wordpress.com